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MeWe&Us 
Life Objective 

 

Imagination 

Understanding Creativity 

 

As a person whose underlying life structure is Imagination through Understanding, you 

create your experiences through your power of imagination by understanding the higher 

concepts and dynamics of creativity based on your ideas and values. 

 

The Life Objective of Imagination involves learning how to recognize your unique capacity to 

see the “game”. You have the talent for seeing what is going to happen and translating it 

into constructive leadership.  You have a gift of being in touch with Higher Consciousness 

and have access to a level of Consciousness which shows the next step in creating your 

dreams. You create through the power of your imagination using visualization and your 

connection with the power of Higher Consciousness. Because you are a natural actor and a 

born entertainer, you can sway an audience by the emotions you transmit. You love the 

energy that comes from making others happy and giving love to others on a personal level.  

 

 

Strengths 

Leadership - You have the talent for seeing what’s going to happen and translating it into 

constructive leadership. This is a leadership lifetime and your job is to become 

involved, preventing injustices that would otherwise occur. You are learning to 

exercise your strength and realize that when you see things coming, you can 

intercede and change the course of events, before they overtake you and everyone 

else. 

Future Orientation – When you recognize your unique capacity to see the “game” it gives 

you an edge to winning it. Your ethical and clear approach can improve the quality 

of the game for everyone. 

Acting - You are a natural actor or actress and a born entertainer. When you are onstage 

your whole being lights up. Your natural objectivity allows you to embody all salient 

details of the character you are playing. You can get into the role and become fully 

involved with no ego attachment. You love the energy that comes from making 

others happy and giving love to others on a personal level. You may resist center 

stage because you are afraid of looking foolish and of what others will think. You 

may fear success because of your lack of experience. It is important for you to take 

center stage for your ego development. You have the capacity to play a role that 

cheers others and lightens your load through the inspiration of humor. You may 
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undervalue your gifts and misperceive them by believing it is more important to be 

the person writing the songs than the singer who performs them and directly affects 

the audience. 

Higher Connection - You have a gift of being in touch with Higher Consciousness and have 

access to a level of Consciousness which shows the next step in creating your 

dreams. You have ideas about your future and what you can create. You need to 

choose one thing you would like to do and make an active decision to create it. The 

proper sequence will spontaneously appear; you will become aware of the steps, 

doors will open, and the right opportunities for success will be presented. It is 

important to trust and respect your angelic help by actualizing your guidance. 

Creating – You have the incredible ability to create through the power of your imagination, 

which involves using visualization and your connection with the power of Higher 

Consciousness. Whatever you ask of the Universe will come to you, once you make 

up your mind.  

Inspiring – You can sway an audience by the emotions you transmit. You feel the audience’s 

energy and can make the audience feel their own energy. You are able to project 

whatever is in your heart. Moving an audience gives you a feeling of control and 

power which is a positive experience and generates enthusiasm, empathy, and 

emotional connectedness. You may feel alive but drained after the process. You 

bring out inspiring positive energy and enthusiasm in others and from that you 

become more excited and involved in your self. 

 

 

 

Obstacles 

Fear - You would like to be prepared for all situations and you fear being unprepared, 

 but dealing with unfamiliar circumstances is how knowledge is gained and  

 where excitement, joy, and the zest for life are created. The unfamiliar situations 

you encounter are tests for your strength and ingenuity. 

Intellect - You long to reconnect with the joy and vitality of your inner life force. You desire 

experiences that make you feel alive. The Universe offers you situations that can 

stimulate and restore your life force. Avoid allowing your intellect to step in and 

invalidate your creative impulses. Your goal is to listen to your mind but follow the 

excitement of your inner child. 

Conflict - You have a conflict between your heart and mind which is expressed as creative 

passion vs. safety. You win by choosing creative passion. Your “knowing” is a logical 

projection of the future based on your past experiences. You have many other 

possible futures if you take responsibility for changing the direction of the present. 

Acknowledge and act on the truthful feedback you receive from your own state of 
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being. Trust that your passion is strong enough to pull you through, ensure your 

survival, and feed you the energy required to build a new life. Be conscious of 

carrying out your plans in a creative, responsible way that takes others’ feelings  into 

account. 

 

 

 

Challenges 

Self-Acceptance - Accept and embrace the child in your own nature. Acknowledge that you 

have needs and pursue what makes you happy. Others will then accept you and 

help you get what you want. 

Self-Determination – This Life is for creating your own dream. It is solely up to you to go in 

the direction of your dreams and take risks and put forth creative energy to make 

things happen, even if you don’t know the route ahead of time. This takes will, 

discipline, and firm intention to rise above the old, self-perpetuating patterns and 

create a new reality regardless of how much energy is required. Going through the 

resistance to create a new reality empowers you to truly appreciate the dream you 

manifest. When you rise out of complacency and ego to follow the path to 

fulfillment of the unique dream in your heart, you grow and become free. You are 

all about freedom and vitality. 

Enlisting Others - Assert your will when enlisting others. Be straightforward. State your 

direction, share the basis from which you made your decision, and then invite 

others to join in. 

Seizing Opportunities - Accept new opportunities when they are presented. Problems arise 

when you try to judge or analyze the opportunities. Catch the waves as they are 

presented, the stronger the wave the better. Avoid sitting on your surfboard with 

regrets and memories of missed waves. Take the necessary risks. You must put 

yourself in intense risk, excitement, and romance to really express your creative 

talents and feel most alive. You need a star to follow; a spiritual pledge which will 

empower you and lead you to your creative goal. It should be a motivating principle 

in all your actions and a cause that extends beyond your personal arena. 

 

 

 

 

 


